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Independent Assistance Dog Agency
Membership and Policy Handbook
Version current as of: February 2017

Introduction
The Independent Assistance Dog Agency (IADA UK) is a Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (registered charity number: 1167033) operating within England.
Our charitable objectives are:
For the relief of disabled people in England by such charitable means as
the trustees see fit in particular but not exclusively by:
- Helping them to train their existing dogs to be Assistance Dogs, or to
help them find suitable dogs as Assistance Dogs so that they may enjoy
greater independence;
- Creating and keeping a register of dog trainers capable of this work so
that disabled people may work with someone locally where possible with
their Assistance Dogs or Assistance Dog training.
Joining IADA
Joining the organisation happens through one of three ways:
1. Being accepted as a client
2. Being accepted as a dog trainer
3. Being accepted as a volunteer or member of staff
Probationary period
All members go through three months’ introductory probation from the date
that they receive formal written confirmation of the acceptance of their
application. This ensures that new members are a good match to IADA and its
operations. We will be assessing your conduct — and if applicable, the
suitability of your dog – to see if we are able to work with you in the long term.
As such, we may give you one month’s notice that your membership is being
terminated, at any time. Beyond this probationary period, there will first be
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disciplinary procedures if we feel unable to continue your membership. You
have the right to appeal the initial termination of membership, at a meeting
with the trustees.
Governance
IADA is governed by a board of unpaid trustees. The serving trustees of IADA
are:
• Letti Hellequin – Founder and Chair of Trustees, Applicant Assessor and
Partnership Manager
• Katie Cadman – Co-Founder, Trustee, HR & Finance
Additional trustees may come to be appointed and listed in future versions of
this handbook.
In accordance with our constitution, based on the Association model produced
by the Charity Commission, 1/3 of our trustees must retire on rotation every
year, but are eligible for immediate reappointment.

Organisational structure of IADA
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Codes of Conduct
Clients and partnerships
Clients must, at all times, adhere to the eligibility checklist of the original
application that they signed when first applying to IADA. Clients must be aware
that they are constantly representing IADA, as well as other Assistance Dog
users. Partnerships must always treat their dogs with kindness, and handle
problems with members of the public as calmly as is possible.
Please contact IADA as soon as you have access – or any other – problems.
Depending on the nature of an access refusal, and if showing your
identification and certificates has not worked, you may be able to contact the
police on the non-emergency number, 101, and tell them that you are a
disabled person currently being denied access to a premises because you have
a trained Assistance Dog.
With the exception of the police in appropriate circumstances, please contact
IADA first in the event of an access refusal or discrimination.
You must always carry your identification cards for yourself and your dog –
issued once reaching Stage 4 – and it may also be helpful to carry copies of
your latest certificate, stating either that you are able to train in public, or that
you are a fully qualified Assistance Dog partnership.
Keep your dog’s lead on a short setting normally, so that the dog is no further
than 60 centimetres (24 inches) from the side of your chair or person, but
allow the dog more of the lead if they need to go behind you or perform a task
which requires them being further away.
A uniform is not required for clients, unless you also have another role within
IADA. However, appearing in IADA-branded livery can be beneficial on certain
occasions. We ask that when appearing at public events or in the media, you
do not wear items which are politically-charged or hateful.
Please wear your membership identification when attending IADA meetings.
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Clients must keep a log of training activities, copies of which must be sent to
IADA on a monthly basis. Logs in computer document format sent by email are
fine. Logs must detail dates, start/ finish times, and locations of training
sessions, as well as a summary of the commands and behaviours worked on in
each session, difficulties had, and whether or not a trainer was present, and
who they were.
We are required to have these logs so that we are able to provide accurate
records to Assistance Dogs International, and to determine if the required
number of training hours have been reached in order for you to go on to the
next stage.
Please inform us immediately if your dog is ill or has needed to see a vet.
Please pass on veterinary reports about your dog’s current condition. You must
submit a veterinary report to IADA yearly, which includes the dog’s weight,
any treatment undergone, and all vaccinations and products used for worming
and flea/ tick treatment and prevention.
Dog trainers
Dog trainers must, at all times, adhere to the original eligibility checklist on the
form that they signed when first applying to IADA. You are representing IADA
through your work and are directly responsible for the dogs that end up going
out and about with our name on them.
You must be as stringent as possible with a dog’s socialisation, the efficacy of
trained tasks, and the standards of public behaviour, but without ever being
cruel.
You may wear your usual clothing worn for working professionally with dogs,
but we ask that when training in non-pet-friendly places with a partnership
begins, that you wear your “Trainer” uniform shirt with the IADA logo.
When appearing at public events or in the media, items which are politicallycharged or hateful are not to be worn. See the Staff and Volunteers section
below for further appearance guidance.
Your IADA identification badge must be visibly attached to your person at all
times when performing IADA work.
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If using your vehicle during the performance of IADA duties, you may need to
inform your insurance provider.
Staff and Volunteers
There are no restrictions on the kind of clothes that you can wear at any office
premises that may come to be held by IADA, but we ask that you consider their
practicality for your role.
Visible alternative hair colours, jewellery, piercings and tattoos are all fine, but
we ask that any hateful designs are covered. Please be wary of jewellery and
clothing length when operating office machinery. Note that strong-smelling
perfumes may cause medical difficulty for clients with some conditions.
Please bear in mind that clients will have varying disabilities and will be
affected in different ways at different times. Some may need to lie horizontally
on a sofa or in bed while being interviewed, or may need to have periods of
lying on the floor.
If your role is public-facing, please try to maintain a tidy appearance. It may be
beneficial to wear IADA-branded livery at public events or if visiting clients.
Your IADA identification badge must be visibly attached to your person at all
times when performing IADA duties, and on any premises which IADA may be
using.
Your attitude to dogs must be positive due to the nature of IADA’s work. You
are likely to come into contact with both clients and their dogs at an IADA
meeting or any office premises, and depending on your role e.g. if you are a
homechecker, and you must show them the utmost respect. Speak directly to
an applicant and do not interact with a dog unless given express permission, it
is part of your role e.g. an assessment, or there are extenuating circumstances.
Example of extenuating circumstances in which you may interact with a dog
are:
• The dog is running loose, not as part of a trained response, and the
handler is unable to or refusing to control the dog.
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• The dog is eating or moving to eat some spilled food or other dangerous
material.
• The dog is attacking a person or animal.
• The dog is damaging equipment and the handler is not attempting to
control it.
• The dog is found alone, and this is not because the handler has asked it
to wait nearby.
• There is an emergency and the partnership need help to exit the
building.
• The dog has approached you as part of a trained response, to lead you
back to its handler.
If using your vehicle during the performance of IADA duties, you may need to
inform your insurance provider.

Key IADA policies
Applicants and dogs; guidance for assessment of applications
On their application forms, clients must be able to describe a diagnosed
medical condition, or a yet-to-be-identified condition that they are seeking
medical help for. This illness must be disabling as set out by section 6(1) of the
Equality Act 2010. The applicant must provide contact details for their General
Practitioner, and a specialist where possible.
Applicants must be under the care of a conventional medical practitioner,
either through the National Health Service or privately. A pseudoscientific
provider such as a Homeopath, Naturopath etc. will not be accepted, because
we must obtain true medical fact in order to determine how, or whether, we
can help an applicant.
If an applicant is not under the care of a medical professional, or has refused
other treatment steps before going straight to the idea of training an
Assistance Dog, we will be unable to help them. A trained dog is not a
substitute for proper medical care.
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If a medical professional refuses to provide a report, even after further
communication with the applicant, we may be unable to proceed if we do not
have enough information.
Applicants will be considered irrespective of their race, ethnic origin,
nationality, biological sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status,
religious affiliation or creed.
The age of the applicant will not matter as long as they are capable of handling
a working dog, or someone appropriate can handle the dog for them (in the
case of a child under the age of 10) or closely supervise the handling of the dog
(in the case of a child under the age of 16).
This is why we must obtain contact details for places of education, to find out
who there may be able to help with the dog.
Applicant dogs may be of any age and breed, as long as they are capable of
working. Exempted dogs under the Dangerous Dogs Act cannot be accepted,
because the requirements placed upon them by the law mean that they will be
unable to perform assisting tasks (e.g. requirement to wear a muzzle).
Contact details of the dog’s veterinarian must be provided upon application,
unless the applicant does not yet have a dog, or they are procuring a new dog
who will shortly undergo an enrolment health check, after which the details
must be provided.
A holistic veterinarian will not be accepted. We must be able to prove to
accrediting bodies that dogs are in receipt of real medical care. Dogs have no
concept of the placebo effect and must be provided with real medicine when
ill or injured.
Because applicants use their own dogs, we cannot seize them if they refuse to
provide proper veterinary care, but we will terminate the membership or
decline the application, and if we deem the situation severe enough, we can
contact other authorities about the dog’s welfare.
The dog must live indoors with the household, and preferably sleep in the
applicant’s bedroom (exceptions may occur with applicants living in temporary
accommodation).
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The household must usually have some form of securely fenced garden or
outdoor space, that the dog will be able to use for toileting. This may be a
communal garden, but it must be accessible to the applicant.
Homecheckers are provided with guidelines of what to look out for, and the
details of their reports must be examined in order to determine if the
applicant’s home environment is up to standard, or can be brought up to
standard.
If the applicant already has a dog, and they are hoping to train it to provide
alerts of an oncoming medical emergency, they must be able to show that the
dog has an aptitude for detecting the physiological process of the emergency, if
it cannot be trained by scent.
Existing adult dogs that have not already developed an aptitude from being
around the applicant, are unlikely to do so in the future.
If the applicant is continually resistant to training advice and instructions, or
breaks IADA or Assistance Dogs International rules, particularly with regard to
public access or equipment worn by the dog, we may need to terminate the
membership.
We cannot risk the international accreditation of IADA, or the reputation and
access rights of its other partnerships, because of the belligerent behaviour of
any one member.
Dog uniform rules
After an applicant is formally accepted as a client by IADA and the training
contract has been signed, IADA training Stage 2 begins, and the applicant is
supplied with their first lead sleeve, as well as other equipment they may need
e.g. a wheelchair attachment, looped lead etc.

"Under Assessment" lead sleeve, image courtesy of supplier.
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This lead sleeve is used until Stage 5, when the dog is fully qualified. We
suggest that the sleeve is worn even on normal exercise walks, to reduce
interference from members of the public.
When the applicant reaches IADA Stage 4, training for public access, their
trainer will receive and keep custody of the training jacket, and bring it to
public training sessions.

IADA training jacket mock-up from supplier image. Image shows jacket fabric
without the straps.

Jackets are white, with black text and logo, in keeping with the charity’s
colours. The jackets have a reflective strip for safety.
If a trainee partnership is given permission to train in public without the
supervision of their trainer, the jacket will transfer into the client’s custody for
daily use.
At Stage 5, qualification, a new lead sleeve is given that identifies the dog as an
Assistance Dog.
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Qualified dog lead sleeve; wording may vary based on client circumstances.

Qualification also grants a different jacket.

The above pictured jacket is given to mobility dogs, psychological dogs, and
medical alert and response dogs. Psychological dogs, particularly those for the
assistance of Autistic applicants, may be provided with a soft harness that can
fasten underneath the jacket, and be held for commands such as “Find the
exit.”
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Dogs trained for hearing assistance may receive the alternative jacket pictued
above.

Plans for guiding harnesses are still in development as of February 2017.
All equipment and uniform, including leads and sleeves, must be kept clean.
The jackets and equipment are a representation of IADA’s work to the public
and must be kept up to standard.
Alteration of jackets and equipment is not permitted without permission of the
IADA trustees. Alternative uniform is not to be worn by applicant dogs at any
stage.
Dog suitability
Dogs that clients are wishing to have trained as Assistance Dogs through IADA,
must adhere to these standards.
All dogs must be microchipped, with details held on a database compliant with
the compulsory microchipping law. All dogs must receive all vaccinations
recommended by their veterinarian. All dogs must be spayed or neutered
when reaching the right age and before beginning public access; this is
required by Assistance Dogs International. All dogs must be covered by the
applicant’s own insurance, and the name of the insurer must be provided upon
application; some insurers will not cover dogs that have a working role or who
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accompany the owner to work, which an Assistance Dog is likely to do,
therefore we need to find out if the insurer’s policies conflict with this, and
advice the applicant accordingly.
We understand that dogs may not have perfect temperament before beginning
training, but aggression will mean that a dog is unable to pass the initial
assessment at application stage. Dogs who cannot calm down from
overexcitement with further training, and who do not develop an aptitude for
performing tasks, will have to be withdrawn.
General dog behaviour standards from Assistance Dogs International:
 no aggression (including biting/snapping/nipping/growling and
predatory aggression)
 no inappropriate barking or whining
 no inappropriate soliciting of attention, sniffing, or jumping on strangers
 no begging for human food
 quiet, steady, and maintains focus on handler
 responds readily to task commands and performs tasks as directed
 if distracted by stimulants such as an animal or food, dog readily returns
concentration to handler
 good behaviour around dogs and other animals
 unobtrusive behaviour in all public situations, including restaurants and
public transportation; dog must remain close to the handler and stay
where directed when at rest
 accepts handling during things such as routine grooming, veterinary
examinations, and when greeted by a stranger in public
 clean toileting habits, relieving on command and in appropriate locations
Data protection
1. Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully.
2. Personal data shall be obtained for one or more specified and lawful
purposes, and shall not be further processed in any manner incompatible
with that purpose or those purposes.
3. Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to
the purpose or purposes for which they are processed.
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4. Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.
5. Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept
for longer than is necessary for that purpose or those purposes.
6. Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data
subjects under the Data Protection Act 1998.
7. Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be taken against
unauthorised and unlawful processing of personal data and against
accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, personal data.
8. Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside
the European Economic Area unless that country or territory ensures an
adequate level of protection for the rights and freedoms of data subjects
in relation to the processing of personal data.
Filming, photography, promotional materials, social media, and fundraising
Upon formal acceptance of application to be a client, trainer, or volunteer,
applicants will be provided with a form to either grant or deny permission for
IADA to take footage or photographs of the member, their dog, for that
member to appear on IADA’s social media account(s), or for images or footage
to be used in promotional materials for the charity.
Photographs of dogs and handlers are still required for the official IADA
identification.
There may be some instances in training when it is beneficial to photograph or
take a video clip of a dog’s actions for further review, but these images would
not be made publicly available if the client had previously declined consenst.
No applicants, clients, trainers, or volunteers are obliged to take part in any
fundraising or public relations for IADA.
Complaints
Depending on your complaint or concern, you may be able to verbally deliver it
to your assigned trainer or a volunteer, who will then let us know. You can also
write us a letter, or email our contact address. You may also request a meeting
with the board of trustees. If these stages fail to resolve the complaint, you
may wish to contact the Charity Commission.
Application response times
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In accordance with point 9 of our constitution, we aim to make a decision on
all applications for membership within 21 days of receipt. This may sometimes
take longer if a reference has not responded to us, or if one or more trustees
has not been available to discuss the application.
Follow-up assistance and aftercare
Even after passing an assessment, if an applicant needs help with their dog,
they can always make contact with IADA or their trainer.
For the first 6 months after Stage 5 qualification, we will meet with
partnerships monthly to see how they are coping with being an independent
team. This will ideally be in person, but we could also check-in by Skype video
call if a suitable meeting date does not work for all parties. Beyond this time,
we will see partnerships once every 6 months, and partnerships will be
reassessed once a year to make sure they are still eligible to be a fully qualified
Assistance Dog team.
Clients are always welcome to contact IADA for help between these aftercare
visits.
Successor dogs
Existing clients who have a dog approaching IADA Stage 6, retirement, and who
wish to start moving another dog to Stage 2 in preparation, have priority
during the assignation of IADA application spaces.
Whether or not a client will train a new Assistance Dog to take over, IADA will
provide support to all with retiring dogs.
In the event of a client being unable to care for a dog
IADA will be happy for a trustee to take temporary custody of a client’s dog in
an emergency, logistics permitting.
If the client or applicant is unable to keep their dog for any variety of reasons,
our priority will be negotiating the best thing for the dog’s health and welfare,
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which could mean someone at IADA permanently taking in the dog, or the
charity finding a new home for it.
Emergency advice and support
IADA will aim to help all of its members involved in emergencies or disasters,
as soon as we become aware. This may involve taking dogs into our own
homes or dispensing advice pertaining to the situation, as best we can.
Individual training for each dog
While IADA does provide training advice booklets for the training stages, they
are skeletal frameworks for use alongside a trainer, and each dog will need
individualised training. The needs of both dog and applicant will be
determined from the original application, reports, homechecks, interviews and
assessments, and worked into the dog’s training accordingly.
Basic needs of all dogs – as described by Assistance Dogs International
 Plentiful human contact--Assistance dogs will work with and for people,
so during their training they must have contact with people of different
ages, races, abilities, professions, etc.
 Environmental enrichment including opportunities for mental
stimulation, interaction, play, and relaxation.
 Regular exercise which may include off-leash exercise in fenced or
otherwise safe areas.
 Contact with other dogs—Dogs are pack animals so it is important that
they can see, smell and be in contact with other dogs when they are in
training. The organization should also have guidelines about contact with
other dogs after placement.
 Correct amounts of suitable food, given at appropriate intervals--A
written feeding chart for each dog is required, whether the dog is housed
in a kennel or in a person’s home. This ensures that the dog will receive
the proper rations given at the appropriate time. If applicable, the
feeding chart must include information about any medications that are
to be given when the dog is fed.
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 Unrestricted access to water, or controlled access if the dog’s behaviour
or a medical condition requires this.
 Avoidance of extremes of heat, cold, wetness, and darkness during
daytime.
 If dogs are kept in a trainer’s or client’s home, they should be unchained
and have plenty of room to move around and lie down. Dog crates that
are breed appropriate can be used responsibly for safety, quiet time,
sleeping, etc.
 Dogs must not be kept in kennels that are covered in blankets or other
screening for any length of time. Dogs need to be able to see what is
going on around them. When kennelled, dogs must be off‐leash.
 All dogs must have the opportunity to toilet several times a day. It is a
good idea and convenient for clients to train the dogs to toilet on
command.
 Regular grooming appropriate to the breed of dog
Risks to the charity
Loss of a key staff member:
If any individual trustee is unavailable, caught up in an emergency, or killed,
their responsibility will be passed to the other trustees to manage, either
permanently or until another suitable trustee can be appointed.
Significant income loss:
The charity will try to keep operating while expending as few funds as possible.
Trustees may utilise personal funds to travel to applicants or to provide training
aids.
If new donations cannot be sought for a significant time, we will apply for
grants.
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Bullying and harassment
Bullying: Offensive, intimidating, malicious or insulting behaviour, an abuse or
misuse of power through means intended to undermine, humiliate, denigrate
or injure the recipient.
Harassment: Unwanted conduct that has the purpose or effect of either
violating another person’s dignity or creating an intimidating, hostile,
degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for the person.
Any member of IADA who is experiencing bullying and/ or harassment from
another member, should report it to IADA trustees as soon as possible,
preferably in writing. If the bullying and/ or harassment is coming from a
trustee, the member should contact other trustees independently of them, or
otherwise contact the Charity Commission.
IADA will not tolerate bullying of, or by, members. For incidents between
members, we will first try to mediate at a meeting, before resorting to
terminating the membership of a perpetrator. Some incidents may require us
to pass on information to the police.
If a member of IADA is known to bully or harass anyone who is not a member
of IADA, including indirectly via verbal violence over social media, their
membership will be terminated.
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Granting permission for independent public training
The client and dog must complete a practice-run of the Stage 4 end
assessment. The trainer will look out for the following:
1) The dog must have been through socialisation and know all basic
commands.
This includes: Sit, down, stay, down stay, come, off-lead recall, walking to heel,
no, leave it, watch me, off.
The dog must have been socialised to other animals including cats, pigeons,
local wildlife such as squirrels, and livestock. The dog must be comfortable in
elevators and around crowds.
2) The dog must have been through complete task training to assist the
handler’s disability, so that the partnership is able to function without
the presence of a trainer or another helper.
3) The dog is then observed working in non-pet-friendly public places with
the handler, by a trainer or member of staff, who will keep their distance
as much as possible to encourage the team to be self-reliant.
The trainer will observe the consistency of the assisting tasks performed (e.g. is
dog comfortable picking up dropped items from concrete as well as indoor
floor), how focussed the dog is on the partner, and how the partner responds
to behavioural problems and distraction of the dog. The trainer will also watch
for unauthorised noise, interest in merchandise or food on floor, aggression,
solicitation of attention, and urinating or defecating.
4) A discussion will take place on the improvements that can be made and
how various situations can be handled.
5) The team will be observed on another occasion to ensure that the
lessons have stuck.
6) If standards are upheld, the team will be cleared to train in non-petfriendly public places without the supervision of a trainer. They will be
provided with identification stating this, and an “In Training” jacket for
their dog.
7) There will then be regular checks on the team to ensure that standards
remain high and to see if they are ready to graduate as a qualified team.
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The partnership must have been with IADA for at least six months before
they can graduate. Periodic checks on the partnership’s performance will
be carried out, and if the standards are not maintained, the training
jacket and documentation will be withdrawn and the team must go
through a period of being supervised by a trainer again.
In summary, the partnership must have reached stage 4 on the IADA training
schedule and must follow the above protocol.
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Charity branding
IADA’s logo is a simple black and white image of a paw print, with IADA’s initials
spread across the four toes, and the traditional wheelchair symbol on the pad
of the paw, representing the disabilities that Assistance Dogs mitigate.
Our motto is “Freedom through trained dogs,” emphasising the thorough
training that the dogs go through in order to provide their owners with
independence.
The charity’s colours are black and white. Sometimes teal accents are used in
document text. Normally the logo is shown as black on a white background,
but this can sometimes be reversed. Sometimes grey may be used as a
substitute for white, e.g. on t-shirts.

Terms used:

➔ Applicant
Someone in the process of applying for membership of IADA.
➔ Client
A disabled person accepted into IADA to receive Assistance Dog training.
➔ Partnership
A team of disabled client and Assistance Dog.
➔ Trainer
Person accepted onto IADA’s register to help clients train their dogs.
➔ Volunteer
Person with a role other than dog training, such as homechecking or leafleting.
➔ Director
Another term for a trustee.
➔ Trustee
Unpaid board member of IADA who has signed the declaration with the Charity Commission.
➔ Staff
Any trustee, trainer, or volunteer not acting as a client.

